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1  Items provided in AV-WALL-BT-EXT

AV-WALL-BT-EXT includes the following items:

- Bluetooth module screws on white obturator clips on Mosaic Legrand™ wall mount plate
- AV-WALL Ribbon cable already connected to Bluetooth module
- Double Mosaic Legrand™ white front plate for covering both the AV-WALL-DT4i(-LE) and the AV-WAL-BT-EXT white obturator.

2  Assembling AV-WALL-DT4i(-LE) to AV-WALL-BT-EXT

After opening and removed the AV-WALL-BT-EXT items of carton Box:

1. Insert AV-WALL-BT-EXT ribbon cable in AV-WALL-DT4i bottom connector
2. Assembling the AV-WALL-BT-EXT with AV-WALL-DT4i as described below and screw them on wall box
3. Clips the Mosaic front plate to AV-WALL-DT4i+BT-EXT

Notices: The plate is a standard “Mosaic Legrand™ with double 45x45mm holes” provided in the package.